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Now What?

Today’s technology solutions are truly remarkable.
But now that you have an impressive set of tree data
and information, what do you do with it?
That’s where Davey Resource Group comes in. Whether
you have an inventory database, UTC mapping information,
or a management plan, we understand trees and current
technology. Davey can help you understand, manage and use your data to connect to people
and solve issues in your community. Our experts work with you to develop a custom solution to
turn your investment into a community beneﬁt.
After all, what would you expect from a company founded on arboricultural and technological expertise?
“Davey Resource Group has provided technological answers to the complex challenges we
face daily in the city parks of Los Angeles. We are continuously ﬁnding new applications for
the tools that DRG has given us, including supporting our requests for reimbursement from
FEMA following wildﬁres and seeking mitigation for park trees damaged by careless carnival
operators. Davey’s expertise has proven to be an invaluable tool to help us manage our park
urban forest of nearly one million trees and a great investment of scarce city resources.”
—Laura Bauernfeind, City of Los Angeles
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Contact Us to Learn More: Davey Resource Group
800.828.8312 • info@davey.com • www.davey.com/resources
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President’s Message

Executive Director’s Message

Gene Hyde

Jerri J. LaHaie

A

s many of you know I have
embraced the concept of sustainability and have incorporated ideas
and principles from the green movement into my strategic planning and
thinking. To that end I wanted to
share with you some thoughts about
two issues now bouncing around.
First, our SMA listserve has featured
some discussions regarding street trees blocking recently
installed solar panels on residential units. As municipal
arborists we all know where our sympathies reside. In
some states this issue will be decided by state statute.
However, I recommend that you be prepared. Research
your community’s laws and codes. Talk with your city
attorney. Sooner or later the chances are high that you’ll
have to deal with this situation.
The second issue is the ongoing, massive challenge of
invasive plants. I recently made a presentation at the
Southeast Exotic Pest Plant Council annual conference
on Chattanooga’s sustainability plan and how our urban
forestry program fit into this initiative. I touched on our
efforts at eradicating invasive exotic vegetation from a
City park that is considered a bird sanctuary. I explained
that about ten years ago we hired a professional contractor to clear a small 6-acre (2.4 ha) tract of mainly privet
(Ligustrum sp.), shrub honeysuckle (Lonicera sp.),
English ivy (Hedera helix), and kudzu (Pueraria lobata).
The effort took several weeks and cost about $30,000.
Unfortunately, the local garden club that lobbied the
mayor to accomplish this task failed to honor its promise
to keep the area cleared and most of the noxious plants
have now grown back. Contractors that cleared the privet
originally pointed out that they found up to 200 individual stems per square meter. What native trees can be
expected to produce a seed that will germinate and grow
up through such dense foliage? Since privet now has
become established in many of our riparian areas, I am
wondering what our local forests are going to look like in
100 years. Oh, how different it will be.
I went to a local nursery recently and was horrified to see
that they were selling mimosa trees (Albizia julibrissin)
and other invasive species. After bringing this to the attention of the manager I was told it was an “in-house buying
mistake.” Nonetheless the plants were not removed or
destroyed but rather left to be sold to some unknowledgeable customer. Another burgeoning case: in the eastern U.S. in the springtime, observe all of the escaped callery pear (Pyrus calleryana) trees in bloom in the wild.
So what is to be done? The problem has grown to
immense proportions. Answers are not easy but we must
tackle this head on. Our native ecosystems as well as the
urban forestry practitioners who follow in our footsteps
deserve a solution.
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s President Hyde’s column
points out, and as SMA board
members discussed during their
mid-year board meeting, the role
of the municipal arborist (MA)
is evolving. Tight budgets have
brought new focus on doing
more with less, while topics like
sustainability, climate change, and
invasives have challenged the
way we think about our urban forests.
While it has always been wise to include trees in discussions of environmental issues, it is now critical to think
strategically about the professional management of city
trees and the role the MA plays during these discussions. Today it is imperative that MAs get themselves to
the table with environmental engineers, sustainability
officers, city attorneys and planners during the early
stages of discussion when they can position trees and/
or professional tree management as part of the solution.
Funding flows to current issues and it doesn’t take too
much thinking to see how trees fit with energy savings, air
quality, health issues, etc. But while we can easily see the
link, it isn’t always obvious to everyone else, so it becomes
our job to educate others. Agencies and organizations that
we may not have traditionally looked to for funding now
present opportunities for MAs to expand or, in today’s
economy, maintain their urban forestry programs.
Speaking at conferences attended by allied professionals is one way to educate others and frame the message so that allied professionals can make the link to
urban forestry. Cultivating relationships with these allied
professionals is a strategic move that will pay big dividends when funding is available and when collaborative
opportunities arise.
So, what are you doing to ensure your position is secure
and your program not only survives but thrives in these
challenging times? At SMA, we are building relationships
at the national level in an effort to provide our members the opportunity to do the same at the local level. At
our annual conference in October, we will once again
focus on the profession of municipal forestry and you
can connect with and learn from hundreds of people
just like you.
This November, we will participate in the Partners in
Community Forestry Conference, where many nontraditional urban forestry-related groups will convene
and with whom our members can participate as part
of a “city team.” And in February, we will hold our 6th
Municipal Forestry Institute, where we will focus on
skills to help MAs evolve along with their job description. Whether you feel like you are barely holding on,
are out in front of change, or are somewhere in the
middle, there’s an SMA program for you.
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The Elm Recovery Project at
The University of Guelph Arboretum
by Karen Moyer, Environmental Project Manager, Public Work Services, Waterloo,
Ontario • Photos Courtesy University of Guelph Arboretum except where noted

W

hite or American elm (Ulmus americana), while it is relatively abundant as a young tree in southern Ontario, generally becomes infected
with Dutch elm disease once it reaches 15 to 40 years of age. However,
there are large majestic elms found scattered across our landscape. Are
they disease-tolerant survivors or just isolated specimens? These trees
intrigued University of Guelph, Ontario Arboretum Horticulturist Henry Kock
who, along with Arboretum Director Alan Watson, initiated the Elm Recovery
Project in 1998.
The mission of the project is to develop DED-tolerant elms that will be
available for planting in the landscape. The research for the Elm Recovery
Project is being conducted by University of Guelph Arboretum staff in collaboration with University of Toronto Forest Pathologist Dr. Martin Hubbes.
Citizens throughout Ontario, from Windsor to Sault Ste. Marie and over to
Ottawa, report on very mature elms, often with comments such as, “This
street used to be filled with elms, and they all died in 1977 except for this
one,” or, “This is the only survivor in a hedgerow that used to be full of elm.”
To date there have been more than 1800 specimens reported, with staff
visiting more than 600 of them and taking cuttings.
The cuttings are being grown at the University of Guelph and as the plants
mature, immune system testing is conducted at the University of Toronto
based on U.S. National Arboretum protocols. Many of the survivors tested
do indeed seem to have a different immune response, due to genetic variability, that allows them to tolerate infection with Dutch elm disease. The

University of Toronto Forest Pathologist Dr. Martin Hubbes injects elm tree specimens for
disease resistance testing.
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The Guelph Arboretum
The 400-acre (162 ha) Arboretum was established
in 1970 to act as a site for research and education for the University community. Initially, the main
focus was the establishment of collections of woody
plants, and to date the Arboretum contains over 30
woody plant collections featuring over 1700 different taxa of woody plants from around the world.
In the early 1980s a conservation program was
also established to document and protect the rare
woody plants of Ontario; the Arboretum houses
gene banks for these species. A diverse array of
University courses and research studies are carried out through the Arboretum including ecology,
landscape architecture, urban agriculture, botany,
forestry, pollination, arboriculture, and horticulture.

University of Guelph Assistant Arboretum Manager Sean Fox

University of Guelph Arboretum
Elm Recovery Project: Estimated Timeline
1998 project founded by Henry Kock
2004 field collection of large elm cuttings
2004-2018 immunity testing, propagation
2018 first Arboretum crop of genetically resistant
seeds are distributed to commercial nurseries
2020 resistant elms are available from commercial nurseries
2035 first seed crops from the initially distributed
elms
2040 continued seed collection from the Arboretum
gene bank seed orchard for nurseries
Certified Arborist Doug Steel climbs a magnificent elm
to retrieve samples. • Photo by Henry Kock

www.urban-forestry.com

2060 widespread, natural dispersal of resistant
elm seeds from the planted resistant elms
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elms the Arboretum is working with won’t officially be
available to the public for at least another 8 to 12 years.
It can take anywhere from 5 to 8 years before meaningful testing can be done on an individual elm clone for
DED tolerance. The Arboretum must then replicate the
tests to ensure that these elms are DED tolerant before
they can be released as cultivars. To learn more about
this project or how you can help, please see the special
projects pages at www.uoguelph.ca/arboretum.

People Involved in the Elm Recovery Project

large individuals are quite rare, so to have the chance
to sometimes see 8 or 10 of these hidden gems in a
day is pretty special. You can’t help but to be in awe of
them once you see them.
When visiting these trees we do have a hope that they
might possess some natural tolerance to DED, but we
can’t know that for sure until we test them further.
Henry was able to see the first round of results from
our disease screenings and some of the remarkable
trees that passed those tests. I’m very happy that he
was able to witness his efforts paying off and also very
happy that we’ve been able to test hundreds more trees
since then, with even better results.

Henry Kock was an interpretive horticulturalist for over
two decades at the University of Guelph Arboretum,
where he founded the Elm Recovery Project. He was a Certified Arborist Doug Steel is owner of Full Circle Tree
passionate teacher who gave standing-room-only pre- Care in Guelph, Ontario. Steel says,
sentations at both the Kitchener and Orillia ISA Ontario
Chapter conferences. Henry died of brain cancer in
I will always cherish those days with Henry travelling
around Southern Ontario from one majestic elm to
2005.
another. Often we would come across unrecorded elms
Sean Fox is assistant Arboretum manager and has
and make a detour from our route to map those out as
taken over many of the horticultural responsibilities of
well and collect from them if possible. One farmer told us
the Elm Recovery Project. He says,
they had removed over 1000 elms from their farm in 25
years, yet they had two big healthy elms that were doing
I’ve been working at the Arboretum for nearly nine
fine. If we were lucky the access would be easy with little
years. I had the opportunity to apprentice under Henry
Kock and this was also when I began to become more
snow and no mud. Working the throwline from a muddy
involved with the Elm Recovery Project. Some of my
field or snowshoes proved to be interesting.
most memorable times at the Arboretum have been
during field trips with Henry and [Arborist] Doug Steel
An example of one of the remaining “survivor” elms, on a
to visit these huge elm trees all across the province. The
Mennonite farm in Canada • Photo by Henry Kock
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Soil Moist Water
Management Polymers
and Mycorrhizal Products
put you in control: to
reduce water maintenance
and plant stress, increase
growth rates, improve soil
porosity and do more with
less... beautifully.
Available in the forms,
formulas and custom blends you need, eco-safe Soil Moist granules, disks,
tabs and spikes absorb water, then release it gradually as the soil dries.
Whether it’s original Soil Moist, Soil Moist Mycorrhizal for stronger
root development, or Soil Moist Plus nutrient blends, each watering lasts up
to 50% longer for 3-5 years.
Soil-Moist. There’s never been a better time to call for technical data
and expert advice.

™
JRM Chemical, Inc.

Without
Mycorrhiza

With
Mycorrhiza

4881 NEO Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44128
1-800-926-4010 • 216-475-8488
fax: 216-475-6517

www.soilmoist.com

Perfect for parks, gardens and streetscapes,
eye-popping magenta pink blooms, deep purple
cutleaf foliage, and bright fall color promise
all-season appeal. A symmetrical habit, sturdy
branch structure and excellent pest and disease
resistance present an adaptable, low maintenance tree. Visit www.royalraindrops.com
to ﬁnd a supplier today.

We’re Growing New Ideas!
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gnolia
lis Bay Ma
16’ Austra

Eastern Red Cedar Cultivars

16’ Yoshino Cryptomera

6” Nuttall Oak

October Glory Red Maples

Hunter Trees LLC
Premium Shade Trees, Evergreen Trees and Ornamental Trees

www.HunterTrees.com
Color photos of every variety and size we sell
Detailed information about each variety including mature size,
hardiness zone, and outstanding characteristics
Current availability and prices for registered users

Buy direct from the Grower and Save!
New Prices on many varieties. Take advantage of Hunter Trees
premium quality and selections at unprecedented low prices!
Avoid the middle-man markup.
No sales tax for Alabama projects.

����������������������

From our Talladega County, Alabama growing operation we offer a selection of sizes ranging
from 1.5” to 8” caliper and 4’ to 30’ height to landscape professionals in USDA plant hardiness zones 5-9.

For sales contact: Phillip Hunter, Toll Free: 866-348-6837, 866-TREEFAX, Cell: 205-296-6401
phillip@huntertrees.com
www.urban-forestry.com
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

24

PRICE $

Providers of progressive urban forestry
management services to a national client base.

Did you know that the US Forest Service
shareware I-TREE Streets and ECO:

• can generate important
cost / benefit statistics that
inform your current program?
• is an important tool for
maintaining or garnering
increased budgets?
Natural Path can map and provide
output reports from I-TREE Streets for
most municipal tree inventory data in
less than one week. Make a difference.

Natural Path Urban Forestry
www.naturalpathforestry.com
email: natpath@earthlink.net

(773) 699-7284
12

95

FOR A LIMITED TIME
with promo code: ISAV250

GET YOURS ONLINE, BY PHONE OR AT A PARTICIPATING Vermeer DEALER

SherrillTree.com

800-525-8873

SMA ONLINE STORE NOW OPEN
Show your SMA pride!
Wishing for some great SMA logo gear? Then look no
further. The SMA Web Store is now online, featuring
shirts, caps, patches, lapel pins and more. We think
you’ll find some things you’ll like at prices you can
appreciate. Show the world you’re an SMA member.
The Web Store is managed by Global Promotions
& Incentives, LLC, a company that specializes in
online sales and marketing. Global PAI provides
quality merchandise on a secure site.

To Visit the SMA Web Store Now
Just visit www.urban-forestry.com and scroll down to
the web store link. Once you’re on the web store click
the “Product Gallery” link to make your selections.
We’re interested in your response to these items,
plus we’d like to hear from you about other items
you’d like for us to offer. Remember, we’re here to
serve our SMA members!

DON’T FORGET – YOU WON’T
FIND THESE ITEMS
ANYWHERE ELSE!
City Trees

In this issue…

Contributors

Chris Boza is the Community Forester for
the City of Hayden, Idaho, where he is
responsible for the development of a new
community forestry program. He draws on
his experience as the Community Forest
Assistant in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, Urban
Forester in the City of Chico, California,
and Assistant Arborist in the City of San
José, California.

Geoffrey Kempter is Manager of Technical
Services for the Asplundh Tree Expert Co. He
has been active in utility and municipal arboriculture since joining the ISA in 1989. He is
the author of ISA’s Best Management Practices
Guide for Utility Pruning of Trees and is currently Chair of the ISA Certification Board.

Lance Davisson is the Urban and
Community Forestry Program Manager for
the State of New Mexico. He is a graduate
of the 2009 Municipal Forestry Institute and
an ISA Certified Arborist.

Karen Moyer is an ISA Certified Arborist,
Municipal Specialist, graduate of MFI
2007, and Past President of ISA Ontario,
Canada Chapter. Karen has been
employed for 18 years with the City of
Waterloo, Ontario. Some recent projects
she has managed include green roofs, wind
energy, and greening the fleet.

Marla Eddy is City Forester for Madison,
Wisconsin. She is a Certified Arborist and
graduate of the first Municipal Forestry
Institute.

Michael Palat is the Chairman of the San
Diego Regional Urban Forests Council
and San Diego Area Manager with West
Coast Arborists. He is a Certified ISA Utility
Arborist and an ASCA Academy graduate.
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SMA ANSI A300

Representative Report
by Gordon Mann, Consulting Arborist, Mann Made Resources
sharkmann@suddenlink.net

I

want to recognize the efforts of municipal arborists and
urban foresters to educate the public and the tree care
industry on the A300 Standards. Reference to and insertion
of the standards is making a slow but steady difference. We
are on the right track. Please keep referring to and requiring
work in accordance with the A300 Standards in your ordinances, permits, and development requirements.
ASCA and Western Chapter ISA (WCISA) have both hosted
A300 roundtable discussions at their recent conferences.
SMA has this column in City Trees and we give A300-related
presentations at the annual conference. There is a PowerPoint
about using the A300 posted on the SMA website.
In June, the WCISA hosted three regional meetings throughout
California on the topic, “The Busy Arborist’s Guide to ANSI
Standards.” As an industry we need to fine-tune the difference
between the standards and the best management practices
(BMPs). The biggest difference is that the A300 Standards are
written for American work, whereas the BMPs are written for
an international audience; as such, there may be some differences between the two.
The A300 Committee is addressing two critical areas of
municipal arborist work in the A300 Standards—a new standard, Part 9: Risk Assessment/Management, and the revision of Part 5: Construction Management. Please continue
to review and comment on the A300 drafts as they are made
available for public comment within the 45- or 60-day time
windows. Please contact me with questions and suggestions
so I can take them to the A300 Committee and we can keep
the standards moving forward.
Remember, trees are different than other infrastructure or
manufactured products. We can’t always look at the “after”
and immediately know the “before.” Photos of the “before,”
or inspection before approving permits, will reduce the uncertainty about the work that was performed.
Public education continues to be the vehicle for proper tree
maintenance. An informed consumer will usually choose the
competent company to work on their trees. Promote the companies that agree to perform work to A300 Standards and
those that agree to inform the public about the City’s ordinances. The good companies will be the best spokespersons
for your City.
The next A300 Committee meeting will be in September, 2010.
I will be presenting an A300 update at the SMA Conference
in Albuquerque in October. I’m also working on a webinar and
Expo presentation on A300 for TCIA. Like most things in life,
we are on a journey, and are not reaching a final destination
anytime soon. Join me for a vista point along the way!
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KLYN NURSERIES, Inc.
3322 SOUTH RIDGE RD. • P.O. BOX 343
PERRY, OHIO 44081
TELEPHONE: (440) 259-3811
FAX: (440) 259-3338
1-800-860-8104

DOUG YATES
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dyates@klynnurseries.com
Call Doug to help determine your tree needs.
• 1800 Species and Cultivars in Catalog
• Excellent Reference and Information Guide
• Diverse Tree Inventory
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klynnurseries.com
Password: route84
User Name: klyn
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We’re Growing FAST

because the trees
we water do too!

Cut watering labor
by 2/3rds!
Dramatically
increase survival
rates and vigor,
even in drought!
Plant trees in
places (and at times)
you never thought
possible!

Available in 15, 25, 35 and 45 gallon
capacities, with costs ranging from
$7 to $18.

Call today to find out more!

(800)951-8123
www.urban-forestry.com

Designed by:

SO-5437A
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Partners Updates

Utility Arborist Association

Utility Arboriculture: Important to all Arborists
by Geoffrey Kempter, Manager, Asplundh Technical Services

T

he benefits provided by trees in urban settings are
well documented. It is also well documented that
if not managed properly, trees pose significant risk
to infrastructure, such as overhead electric service,
and can be a liability. It is estimated that U.S. electric
utilities spend $2.5 billion annually on preventing trees
from interfering with their facilities. Municipalities, highway departments, railroads, pipeline companies, building owners, and others spend billions more to maintain
access and protect their infrastructure from damage.
Safe and reliable electric service is foundational to our
economy and our way of life. Yet among non-utility arborists and the general public, there is a profound and
ongoing under-appreciation of the value and mechanics
of utility vegetation management. The efforts of utility
arborists have undoubtedly prevented untold deaths
and injuries and have kept the economy moving, but the
true value of the service is difficult to quantify.
Though utilities prune millions of trees, they seldom own the
trees they work on; in fact, utility easements often involve only
a portion of each tree. Care of the portion of the tree not within the easement is the responsibility of the tree owner. With
respect to the tree, the objectives of the utility and tree owner
are often widely divergent. Needless to say, this dual maintenance responsibility frequently leads to misunderstandings.

Many utility managers, exasperated with coughing up a
never-ending stream of vegetation management expenditures, are inclined to undervalue the urban forest and
would gladly turn canopied streetscapes into overhead
utility corridors punctuated by completely unsatisfactory
“compatible” trees.
This article provides an overview of utility vegetation
management, including state and federal regulations,
legal obligations, industry standards, politics, and other
factors that shape the way utilities approach the issue
and how the public responds. It also offers ideas to help
utilities, arborists, and the communities we serve work
together to improve the quality of life for everyone.

History
The basic business model for electric utilities has not
changed since the days of Thomas Edison: electricity
is generated, transmitted, and distributed to end users
through a system of overhead and underground cables,
wires, substations and transformers—and in exchange,
a steady stream of revenue is returned to the utility
companies.
However, as the industry has grown and become more
complex, an equally complex set of regulations and busi-

Tall utility poles can leave plenty of room for canopy trees beneath power lines (left), but taller poles do not guarantee utility-tree
harmony (right). Cultivars should be selected that mature beneath the lines.
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ness relationships has developed to oversee and manage
the electrical grid. And, since the first tree-caused service
interruption, vegetation has required management.
Since that first outage, the art and science of utility vegetation management has advanced. In North
America today, a workforce numbering in the tens of
thousands works to maintain safe and reliable power
to the largest, most prosperous economy in the world.
Increasingly, they are applying the latest arboricultural
best practices. More than 1500 ISA Utility Specialists
help to oversee these operations.
While utilities were stringing wires to every corner of the
continent, urban foresters were not idle. Trees became
valuable community assets and sources of pride. In
1939, George Blair, a utility forester, acknowledged in his
book Tree Clearance for Overhead Lines, that “trees are
of large economic and social importance.” However, as
electrical service evolved from a convenience to a necessity, the conflict between trees and utility infrastructure
grew. Radio, television, electric appliances, air conditioning, computers— these and other innovations increasingly drew people indoors, and the need for shade and other
amenities provided by trees became less apparent.
More recently, research that quantifies the benefits
provided by the urban forest has renewed community
interest in trees and tree planting. Meanwhile, utilities,
under ever-increasing pressure to improve reliability and
control costs, would prefer to avoid adding more trees
to their burgeoning inventories.

Utility Culture
In the United States, most utilities fall into one of three categories:
Ownership

% U.S.
Public Served

Investor Owned (IOU)

Stockholders

72

Municipally Owned

Government

14

Members

14

Utility Type

Cooperatively Owned
(Co-op)

In Canada, many large utilities are Crown corporations,
meaning that a larger percentage of Canada’s population is served by government-owned utilities.
For all sizes and types of utilities the pressure to control costs and provide an acceptable level of service
is high. IOUs must provide a return on investment to
stockholders. Municipally-owned systems are revenue
sources for the communities they serve. Co-ops are
owned by their customers and return any surpluses to
their membership.
Vegetation management, which represents a large
chunk of available maintenance dollars, is often a
tempting target for cost savings. Since most of the work
www.urban-forestry.com

is contracted, cuts usually do not require the layoff of
utility employees. And the consequences of cutting vegetation management budgets are deferred: a cut today
often will not result in problems for months or years. In
the meantime, the utility’s bottom line improves, and
decision makers are rewarded.
But the trees continue to grow, with inevitable consequences, including reliability problems, safety concerns, higher
repair costs, poor storm performance, public relations
implications, and increased long-term costs. Returning an
overgrown system to acceptable levels of safety and reliability often requires extensive tree work, causing more
damage to the urban forest at considerable expense.
The utility industry has recognized the inherent value
of investing in ongoing, sound vegetation management
practices. This is reflected by the trend toward greater
professional credentialing and the incorporation of arboricultural principles and standards into utility specifications. But many utilities still do not provide stable, longterm support for vegetation management operations.

Industry Standards and Utility Vegetation
Management
There are no universal standard clearance distances
for trees and power lines, although some governments have adopted minimum clearance requirements.
However, there are many industry standards that have
direct application to utility vegetation management.
ANSI Z133 Safety Standards apply “to all employers
engaged in the business, trade, or performance of
arboriculture,” which includes utilities and their contractors that perform line clearance. Regarding utility lines,
the standards define minimum approach distances for
trained employees based on line voltage. Employees
without specialized training may not approach within ten
feet (3 m) of an energized line.
The National Electric Safety Code (NESC) safeguards
employees and the public “during the installation, operation, or maintenance” of electric supply lines. Utility tree
maintenance specifications are required to account for
“tree growth, the combined movement of trees and conductors under adverse weather condition, voltage, and
sagging of conductors at elevated temperatures.” The
NESC makes no specific recommendations regarding
minimum clearances between trees and energized wires.
ANSI A300 Part 1 (2008), Pruning provides a framework
for writing effective tree care specifications, and applies to
“any person or entity engaged in the management of trees,
shrubs, or other woody plants,” including utilities. However,
there are enough differences in utility arboriculture to warrant a specific section dedicated to utility pruning.
The most notable difference is that utility operations are
exempt from Section 5.1 of the aforementioned pruning
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standard, which states that “an arborist shall visually
inspect each tree before beginning work,” and report any
problems to “an immediate supervisor, the owner, or the
person responsible for authorizing the work.” Utilities do
not assume liability for problems outside their scope of
work; the latter is usually only a portion of the tree. For
example, dead branches outside of utility easements
that do not threaten the power lines need not be reported to individual tree owners. Of course a dead branch
that in any way threatened the safety of a crew would
need to be identified in a job briefing, per ANSI Z133.
In “remote and/or rural” locations where many utilities
have thousands of miles of line running through forests,
ANSI A300 allows the use of mechanized equipment
and climbing spurs. Though this violates proper tree
care principles, utility arborists point out that such
practices are not performed on high value trees, the
cost of performing this work using any other means is
prohibitive, and the reality is that such practices would
be employed regardless of the presence of a standard.
Therefore, ANSI A300 embraces and defines the issue
and restricts its use to very specific circumstances.
ANSI A300 Part 6 (2005), Transplanting, states that
“Tall-growing trees shall not be planted directly under
overhead primary distribution and transmission electric
lines.” This language is designed to discourage improper placement of trees by professional arborists and
landscape managers. Of course this does not prevent
private property owners from planting trees in the wrong
location nor does it prevent the natural propagation of
trees by seeding.

utilities to follow vegetation management plans that
prevent interruptions to critical lines and to maintain
accurate records. If an outage is found to have been
preventable, utilities may be liable for fines up to $1
million per incident.
In response, many utilities have implemented or improved
their IVM programs, especially on rights-of-way that had
been overgrown. Public outcry has sometimes resulted
when property owners discover the actual location of
utility easement boundaries and when established
trees are extensively pruned or removed.

Local Regulations
In addition to federal regulations, states and provinces
have their own regulatory bodies that oversee local utilities. Commonly known as public utility commissions,
public service commissions or other similar names,
these agencies regulate rates, monitor complaints, and
generally are charged with ensuring that public utilities
are responsible service providers.
Utility regulators must balance the interests of government, utility executives, stockholders, trade unions,
business, consumers, and other stakeholders. Any costs
passed on to ratepayers, including vegetation management, are subject to approval by these commissions.
In this contested, highly political environment, decisions
can have profound effects. Consider California’s 1998
Rule 35, passed after wildfires caused by tree-electric
line contact burned hundreds of homes. Rule 35 mandates minimum clearances between trees and power
lines, with large fines levied against violators. This
measure fundamentally changed how vegetation management is performed in that state and has resulted
in increased spending. Though the primary objective of
the regulation is to reduce the risk of wildfire, electric
service reliability has also improved significantly.

ANSI A300 Part 7 (2006), Integrated Vegetation
Management, standardizes integrated vegetation management (IVM) on utility rights-of-way. IVM promotes
manual, mechanical, chemical, biological, and cultural
methods that can be used individually or in combination to establish vegetation that is compatible with the
intended use of the site and can be maintained at miniConflicts of Interest?
mal expense over time.
The benefits of IVM methods have been proven in
various research and demonstration projects as well
as in practice. Game and other wildlife habitat can be
enhanced using IVM, and the maintenance cost and
overall environmental impact of the utility right-of-way
can be reduced. IVM methods can be used in parks,
agricultural areas, urban and suburban locations, and
other sites with differing land uses, ownership, and
management objectives.

Federal Regulations
In August 2003, transmission lines sagged into trees
in northeast Ohio, triggering a blackout that interrupted
electric service to over 50 million people. Following this
incident, the United States and Canada required electric
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There can be a fundamental conflict between the ideals
expressed in industry standards and what happens in
the real world. ANSI A300 lays out practices that protect the tree—e.g., “Not more than 25% of the foliage
should be removed,” or “Topping ... shall be considered
unacceptable.” But in reality, trees frequently require
removal of greater than 25% of foliage to achieve the
necessary level of safety and reliability. Excurrent trees
directly beneath power lines must be “topped.”
The objective of regulators is to keep electric rates relatively low while maintaining a high level of service. This
is especially important to business interests, which drive
local economies. There is a law of diminishing returns
regarding the benefits of vegetation management spending—that is, spending beyond a certain level brings less
City Trees

improvement in reliability per each dollar spent (Figure
1). Policies that are protective of trees (e.g., shorter
maintenance cycles or different types of utility construction) can potentially drive electric rates higher, which
could in turn discourage economic growth.
Of course what is optimum is somewhat subjective. For
example, utilities and regulators seldom account for the
value added by trees to the community when weighing
the benefits of vegetation management programs.

Potential Solutions
Construction Alternatives
Various construction alternatives have been employed
in attempts to mitigate the conflict between trees and
wires, some with more success than others. Each
offers certain advantages and disadvantages, depending on the circumstances.

Figure 1: The effectiveness per dollar spent diminishes as incidents decrease

Underground
One of the most frequent questions asked of utility
arborists is, “Why can’t you just put the wires underground?” At first blush, this seems an excellent solucontinued on page 30…

The 2nd Annual Run, Walk, or Watch is Coming!
Last September in Savannah, Georgia, a group of intrepid
athletes and their enthusiastic athletic supporters helped
kick off the SMA conference with the inaugural UFF Run,
Walk, or Watch event. This 5K (more or less) display of
pride and ignominy benefits the Urban Forest Foundation, a
non-profit affiliate of SMA. The UFF’s mission is to help support SMA programs such as the Arborist Exchange and the
Municipal Forestry Institute. That means we need your support and participation!
Everyone who registers to run, walk, or watch in Albuquerque
October 3 (4:00 p.m.) will receive a highly collectible t-shirt.
The course will be designed to facilitate easy exit for those
who choose to go a mile or two instead of 5K, and there are

www.urban-forestry.com

coffee shops close by for refueling. New this year will be a
climbing wall for those who prefer to travel vertically.
Awards for fastest male and female will be presented, but it’s
not a race unless you want to race. Awards for other noteworthy feats will also be presented at the finish line, and at
the annual SMA banquet. Registration for the UFF Run, Walk,
or Watch is listed on the conference registration form, and
your contribution to the UFF is tax deductible. Please join us
for an afternoon of fun and get the blood pumping. Or just
watch some of your sea-level friends and colleagues learn
what running without oxygen feels like (elevation ~ 5200 feet
(1585 m): let’s hydrate, people!) For more information, go to
www.urban-forestry.com.
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Introducing… SMA Accreditation!
by Dan Hartman, Accreditation Committee Chair

P

ositive recognition is sometimes difficult to achieve
in our profession. We tend to get a lot of press
when trees fall or die, but rarely do we get accolades
for doing the everyday work of maintaining a healthy
urban forest.
SMA’s Accreditation program brings recognition to
your urban forestry program. It shows the citizens of
your community why they should be proud of their forestry program, gives your community managers and
elected officials something to boast about, and proves
that everyone’s tax dollars are yielding results. SMA
Accreditation is the highest honor obtained by municipal
urban forestry programs.
To become accredited, a community urban or community
forestry program must meet the following eight criteria.
Outside the U.S., equivalents may apply.
1. at least one ISA Certified Arborist on
staff (ISA Certified Municipal Specialist
preferred)

Arlington, Texas City Forester Matt Churches can be proud of
his City’s SMA Accreditation status. Photo courtesy of the City of
Arlington, TX Parks and Recreation

The following communities have met these
standards and should be congratulated for
achieving this high standard of excellence:

2. a local Forest Master Plan approved by
appropriate local body

City of Aspen, Colorado

3. current Tree City USA status

City of Arlington, Texas

City of Glencoe, Illinois
City of Downers Grove, Illinois

4. a National Arbor Day Foundation Growth
Award in at least one of the past five years
5. preference to TCIA-accredited tree care
companies when private arborists are
contracted
6. incorporation of ANSI Z133.1 safety
standards
7. incorporation of ANSI A300 tree care
performance standards
8. adherence to the SMA Code of Ethics and
willingness to promote SMA objectives
To apply for accreditation for your community or urban
forestry program, go SMA’s website, www.urban-forestry.
com, and click on the accreditation link to obtain additional information and an application.
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Welcome New SMA Members
Name

Andrew McKernan
Chris Hinton
David Evans
Derek Lynn
Doak Marasco
Ian Shears
John W. Saylor
Mark LaForest
Michael Hamersley
Michael T. Webster
Oscar S. Mestas
Paul Bauman
Peter M. Shields
Robert Stavrou
Shaun Patrick Bowler
Terri-Ann K. Koike
Vaughn J. Travis
Vincent Jolin
Andrew B. Sponseller
Martin Schmiede

Company

Garden Glow Tree Care

Frankston City Council
City of Melbourne
Ops. Center-Comm. Services Dept.
ArborMaster Tree Care Co. Ltd.
City of Wilson
Texas Forest Service
Paul Bauman’s Tree Service
CHOICE Landscape & Hort. Consult
Division of Urban Forestry
Cardinal Maintenance Service Inc.
Arbo Vie
Gator Landscaping
Schmiede Tree Expert Company Inc.

City

State

Boronia
VIC, Australia
Titirangi
Auckland, NZ
Manhattan Beach
California
Frankston
VIC, Australia
Altoona
Pennsylvania
Melborne
VIC, Australia
Lexington
Kentucky
Moncton
NB, Canada
White Rock
BC, Canada
Wilson
North Carolina
El Paso
Texas
Los Gatos
California
Utopia
ON, Canada
Alstonvale
NSW, Australia
San Mateo
California
Honolulu
Hawaii
Pearl City
Hawaii
North-Hatley
QC, Canada
Naples
Florida
Fanwood
New Jersey

City Trees

ASC Z-133 Update
by Mike Dirksen, SMA Representative to the ASC Z-133
Safety Standards

T

he Z-133 Accredited Standards Committee
for Safety Requirements for Arboriculture
Operations met on April 21, 2010 in Baltimore,
Maryland. The committee continues the tedious
but important task of improving the standard, with
the greatest attention being placed on tree worker
safety. The committee is literally moving through
the document word by word to ensure all information is clear and concise.
There are fifteen task groups within the Z-133
committee, each taking on a specific section
within the safety standard. It is the task group’s
responsibility to thoroughly review its safety section and make changes where they feel necessary. The task group chairpersons then present
their section to the full committee. The full committee can continue to make revisions or approve
what the task group has accomplished and then
move on to the next section.
This is where we stand with the 2011 Z-133 revision. A number of sections have been reviewed and
sent back to the task groups for further improvements and revisions. Once the task groups have
made the recommended improvements, they will
present these changes to the full committee at
the November 2010 meeting. I believe the scrutiny and constructive criticism inherent in this process will help to create a much improved safety
standard for the arboriculture industry.
Other Z-133 news: Peter Gerstenberger, with
TCIA, gave an update on OSHA standings within
the tree care industry. Peter reported that the
new administration will place more emphasis on
enforcement, that there has been no movement
on the 1910.269 standard, and the federal OSHA
vertical standard for tree care operations is probably years away.
Jim Pennefeather, with Buckingham Manufacturing
Company, introduced the idea of adding a manufacturing standard to the Z-133 that would specifically address the manufacturing of arborist
climbing saddles.
Should you have any questions or comments
regarding the Z-133 safety standards, please feel
free to contact me at thattreeguy1@yahoo.com.

SMA Membership Application
Application for Membership in the SMA
Please completely fill out and mail this INVOICE with payment to:
International Society of Arboriculture
Membership Department
P.O. Box 3129
Champaign, IL 61826-3129
(217) 355-9411 (press 3 for membership)
or email: membership@isa-arbor.com
Tax I.D. No: 31-1020171. Please make your check payable to:
The Society of Municipal Arborists
Be sure to check which type of membership you are applying for.
Descriptions of memberships are listed below.
Types of Memberships (check one)
❐ Corporate ($140)

❐ Professional ($75)

❐ Senior ($40)

❐ Student ($40)

List employees under the corporate membership at $25 each below.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Descriptions of Memberships
Professional – Persons actively engaged in municipal arboriculture or in related fields
such as: city forester, city arborist, shade tree commissioner, tree warden, or any persons officially in charge of city street or park tree planting and management, or their
assistants. Also, county, state, or federal employees who are charged with responsibility of assisting municipalities with arboriculture needs. Non-commercial people in
fields related to arboriculture, such as: landscape architects, scientists, and managers
of arboretums can apply. Annual dues are $75.00.
Senior – This subcategory of Professional membership includes retired municipal
arborists. Annual dues are $40.00.
Student – This subcategory of Professional membership includes full-time students of
a college or horticultural school, enrolled in arboriculture. Annual dues: $40.00.
Corporate – Membership for commercial companies representing products and services of the arboriculture field. Corporate members are entitled to one voting member,
and employees of the company are entitled to discount non-voting memberships at
$25 a year. Annual dues are $140.00.
Your Name: __________________________________________________________
City or Company: ______________________________________________________
Office Address: ________________________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Home Address if preferred: ______________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Phone: (

) ______________________FAX: (

) _______________________

E-mail: ______________________________ City Population: __________________
Job title, or if student, your major:_________________________________________
Please make your check payable to: “The Society of Municipal Arborists”
I, the undersigned, wish to apply for membership in the Society of Municipal Arborists. I
agree to observe all the rules of the Society and to participate as I am able in furthering its
objectives.
Applicant’s Signature
________________________________________________________ Date __________

www.urban-forestry.com
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R O U N D T A B L E
Working Effectively with City-Appointed Tree Boards
Photos Courtesy Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Forestry

T

he City of Cincinnati, Ohio is led by an elected
mayor, nine city council members and a city manager who is appointed by the mayor. The urban forestry
program is under the direction of a mayor-appointed,
five-member board of park commissioners and the
park director. The Cincinnati Urban Forestry Advisory
Board (UFAB) is established within the municipal code,
and its members are appointed by the city manager.
The UFAB is well conceived:
• Two members are community-oriented former tree board chairs within their respective
communities. They represent the concerns,
well-being, and sensibilities of Cincinnati’s
52 unique neighborhoods.
• Two members are from the fields of arboriculture, forestry, horticulture, or landscape
architecture. These professionals have the
ability to assist with their technical expertise, especially in cases in which an individual or group appeals to the UFAB to remove
a healthy tree or rescind an official order to
remove a hazard tree.
• Two members are from the business community and provide input on budget, public
relations, politics, and policy.
• The director of city planning, city engineer,
and director of public works are all permanent members and provide input and insight
on infrastructure conflicts, budgets, city
project coordination, and general program
management.
The Cincinnati municipal code requires the city manager to make UFAB appointments. However, historically
he has done so only after a candidate is recommended
by the park director and vetted by other staff. We recommend people who are not just tree huggers but who
understand the cultural, aesthetic, and environmental
application of urban forestry and who are open minded
and can work in a team atmosphere.
When it comes to driving the urban forestry bus, it
comes down to teamwork, members understanding
their roles, politics, and technical details that at times
seem to be overwhelming. Legally, the UFAB has only
advisory powers. It makes recommendations to the
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park director, who is responsible for implementation
and management of the program according to the
direction of the park board. In reality the UFAB functions primarily in a policy formulation capacity. Its major
accomplishments have been development of a 20-year
management plan, emerald ash borer response plan,
and visionary wood waste plan. These endeavors have
been productive and enjoyable because of the quality
of the people who serve on the UFAB.
As secretary to the UFAB, it is my job to know the general direction we need to go, make sure there is fuel
in the tank, and most importantly, know when to hit
the brakes. Often the UFAB members have good intentions but don’t understand the political considerations
that must be analyzed, planned around, and mapped
out in advance to avoid the potholes and detours that
can wreck worthwhile plans. The most critical time
to develop a road map is during City budget hearings
when the program may be competing with other park
programs for limited funds. It is important to understand the departmental priorities and work within a
framework that benefits the entire department.
Here are my top seven rules for working with tree
boards:
1. Communication is the key to success within
any organization. Be open to new ideas and
criticism.
2. Transparency is vital. The key to handling
public issues is to be straightforward and
honest.
3. Adaptability is necessary for survival. From
biology I learned that it isn’t the biggest,
fastest, or strongest species that survives,
it is the one that is most adaptable.
4. Diversity is important. Try to get people with
different backgrounds and perspectives on
your board. Most urban forestry problems
are somewhat complex and one thing that I
have found in my 25 years of experience is
that there are multiple ways to solve them.
5. Education is king. There are many resources
available for tree board members. The
National Arbor Day Foundation Handbook
for Tree Board Members is excellent. The
City Trees

T

here is nothing like a small town tree board. In
most cases the members of such boards are individuals from all walks of life who volunteer their time
to improve their community. It is their love of trees that
unites them in a common cause. Having chaired just
such a board early in my career, I know firsthand how
valuable they can be and the legacy they can leave.
The reason for this effectiveness may have something
to do with the fact that in most cases membership on
the tree board does not require an extensive expertise
in trees or urban forestry. Members can find this expertise from their state urban forestry program, university
extension service, or local tree care firm. Tree boards
take pride in planting trees where there have not been
trees before. They can point to an accomplishment
that snowballs into ongoing success stories. Many
seek Tree City USA status as a way of developing political support from elected officials.

Municipal representatives participate in an Ohio Tree Commission
Academy activity.

Ohio Department of Natural Resources
has started a Tree Commission Academy
for citizen community tree board members.
The curriculum is structured like college
with a freshman-through-senior lesson plan
that covers everything from tree biology
to budget development and contracting.
State urban forestry programs are another
excellent resource. Well informed board
members make informed decisions and as
subject experts can well represent your program.
6. Don’t take yourself too seriously. Keep the
meeting upbeat and have fun. I always serve
homemade cookies or muffins. It is a small
touch that shows a little bit of appreciation
for the important work that they do.
7. Thank them often. I always pay to send
every UFAB member (who wants to attend)
to our annual Tree City USA Awards. It gives
them an appreciation for what other communities are doing and the opportunity to
pick up the hardware for Cincinnati.
—Dave Gamstetter, Natural Resource Manager, Cincinnati
Park Board, Cincinnati, Ohio
www.urban-forestry.com

When given the freedom to get things done they often
expand beyond an advisory role. This is because small
town administrators such as public works directors
or village managers are happy to let their tree board
appear front and center with both feel good projects
and those that are unpopular. Let’s face it, when your
fellow citizens help condemn a hazardous tree, it’s
easier to accept the news than if it’s delivered from
the government.
The success of small town tree boards is achieved
through guidance, not control. The Ohio Department
of Natural Resource’s Tree Commission Academy is
a great example of the kind of education that is the
most valuable for board members. Most members
know their town so well that they have great ideas for
fund raising, publicity, and project development. By
minimizing the politics and reducing the obstacles,
small town tree boards are almost guaranteed to do
great things.
Big city tree boards pose an entirely different challenge. While their members are also appointed by
politicians, the political stakes are much higher than in
a small town. The success or failings of a big city tree
board can have a direct impact on the ladder-climbing
aspirations of many aspiring politicians. I have personally served on a tree board composed of the mayor’s
brother-in-law, a generous political contributor, and a
well connected attorney.
The biggest challenge that a city forester faces when
working with a big city tree board are the tree experts
that often compose its membership. Such individuals
have their hearts in the right place but have a hard
time understanding why everything cannot be their
way. I distinctly recall one tree board member vehemently declaring, “I don’t care if you think we plant too
many Callery pears, I want to see more Callery pears
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planted throughout the city.”
Some in the urban forest community believe that the
city forester should be the visionary leader of big city
tree boards. While this may be an admirable goal, there
are times when it is the furthest thing possible. Tree
boards will have their own agendas and the city forester
must attempt to accommodate those needs while
still following the departmental work plan. If it is not
expertly performed, there can be grave consequences.
Recently my current tree board felt that diseased trees
were not being removed fast enough. Guess who was
labeled as incompetent, uncaring, and ineffective? If
you think I’m exaggerating let me know and I’ll send
you a copy of the four-page manifesto that each tree
board member received.
My advice for working with big city tree boards is to
keep an open mind. Their suggestions can be so
plentiful that it would be easy to disregard all of them.
However, every now and then there will be an informational nugget or idea that is worth considering. Acting
upon such advice eventually garners the support you
and your program will need. It just may take a lot longer than you’d expect or prefer.
—Ralph Sievert, Director of Forestry, Minneapolis Park and
Recreation Board, Minneapolis, Minnesota

I

t has been a desire of mine to have a training program for existing and new tree board/commission
members in Virginia. To that end, working with the
Virginia Urban Forest Council, I had hoped to develop
a manual or program leading to a kind of certification
for citizen tree commissioners.
We prepared a 26-question survey to send to existing
boards, commissions, or committees in Tree City USA
cities around the state. The survey attempted to gauge
their experiences and what they felt they needed in
terms of training. We had a 35% response from the
communities we polled. Some of the findings from the
survey are interesting.
We asked: Is the manager of your urban forestry program an ISA certified arborist? We found a 50-50 split
on this question. Do you have an ordinance relating to
urban forestry/tree care? More than 93% replied that
they did. Who is primarily responsible for your street
trees? The majority of the localities stated that it was
their public works department that managed their public trees.
We asked citizens what kind of training they felt they
needed to more effectively serve on their community
tree board or commission. In the arena of Knowledge,
40% of respondents ranked tree care as number one,
followed by 32% for urban forestry management. For
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Tiffin, Ohio has had a well guided tree commission for many years.

Skills, 64% ranked advocacy as number one, followed
by 46% for street tree inventory. We asked: How would
you prefer to receive training? Face-to-face training on
three consecutive days ranked last; face-to-face one
day a month for three months ranked in the middle;
and through the Internet ranked highest.
Although we haven’t yet received funding to complete
the proposed tree commissioner certification project,
the survey did help our state urban forest council
recognize the need to train citizens to serve on tree
boards.
—Jay Banks, Urban Forester, Leesburg, Virginia

Tale of Two Cities

T

iffin and Bowling Green are small cities in northwest Ohio. Both are university towns and have
histories as industrial hubs in that corner of the state.
Both have also had functioning tree commissions for
25 or more years, but until 2003 their tree programs
had little in common.
Tiffin had a city arborist on staff for nearly a decade,
a functioning street tree inventory, and a routine tree
planting, pruning, and removal program. Rarely did
Tiffin experience any tree failures.
Bowling Green handled things differently; many of the
City’s tree decisions were made by its volunteer tree
commission, and removals were based primarily on
citizen requests to City Hall. These requests proved
overwhelming. Although they had an arborist on staff,
it was not a formal position, and emphasis was not
placed on proactive tree care or routine management.
Through a combination of advice from an Ohio Division
of Forestry urban forester to create a city forester position, as well as a strong wind storm in 2003, things
were about to change for Bowling Green.
City Trees

identified, but the participants focused on identifying
other significant challenges they could impact. The city
foresters agreed that elected officials, tree commissions, residents, and municipal employees are generally unfamiliar with the role and responsibilities of their
city forester and the professional qualifications necessary to do the job. They recognized that tree commissions, in particular, could actually be adversarial and a
hindrance without the training necessary to fulfill their
role effectively.

Bowling Green, Ohio sustained significant tree and structural damage throughout the city in 2003, catalyzing the hiring of a city
arborist and a change in role for the City’s tree commission.

The 2003 storm blew through both cities and produced
very damaging winds. Both communities experienced
tree failures, but the damage sustained by Bowling
Green was significantly greater and more noticeable
to the public and administration than in Tiffin, which
was limited to a few predictable limbs and a couple of
root-damaged trees. Bowling Green lost many beloved
trees in its park and historic cemetery, sustained quite
a bit of structural damage to some buildings, and suffered large, costly damage to street trees. Some tree
failures had even been predicted by the state’s urban
forester, lending further credibility to the notion that
most storm damage is predictable ... and preventable.
Bowling Green hired a dedicated city arborist after the
2003 storm. Within two years, Bowling Green had a
working inventory, a management plan, and a vision.
The tree commission focused on providing an advisory role and educating the public, reviewing plans,
and being a voice for the City’s community forestry
program.

City of Hudson Arborist Tom Munn was part of that
discussion. He and the City’s tree commission had
worked together for years, yet the commission members still lacked a clear understanding of their role as
well as the responsibilities and limitations of their city
arborist. Munn noted, “Imagine accepting a new position with a city government, with no job description,
organizational chart, clear goals and objectives, and
little (if any) direction from supervisors. How effective
would you be? Also, as a volunteer, are your efforts
relevant, important, and appreciated? New volunteers
need direction and a sense of accomplishment.”
In 2008, the opportunity arose to change this predicament with the Ohio Division of Forestry’s new
Tree Commission Academy (TCA), a series of classes
designed to better equip Ohio’s tree commissioners,
local decision-makers, and elected officials about how
to manage their community forests. Tom Munn was
part of a team of urban foresters asked to audit the
first round of TCA, and he was joined by Hudson’s Tree
Commission. The TCA helps bring these “small groups
of thoughtful people” together, but one class in particular caught the attention of the Hudson contingency:
Tree Commission & Municipal Relations.
Discussion developed about the real power of tree
commissions. In Ohio, commissions are appointed by
the mayor and council. They don’t have a boss and
can talk directly to their elected officials. Urban forest-

Tiffin and Bowling Green still share some hefty storms,
but today they both boast little to no tree damage
thanks to the relationship between their professional
city arborists and tree commissions.

Empowering the Masses

M

argaret Mead said, “A small group of thoughtful
people could change the world. Indeed, it’s the
only thing that ever has.” This is the dream of many an
urban forester. A dream started with a small gathering
of city foresters around the Cleveland area identifying
challenges to their programs and how to best address
them. Of course, the perennial problem of budget was
www.urban-forestry.com

Hudson, Ohio was host to one of the state’s first Tree Commission
Academy classes. Pictured are all of the graduates including
Tom Munn (back row, second from left) and the Hudson Tree
Commission.
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ers, however, must respect local protocol. Going to the
mayor or council is usually not acceptable. It was on
Munn’s recommendation that the Division of Forestry
incorporate a typical municipal flowchart into the TCA
curriculum to strengthen the message that tree commissioners indeed play a critical role in educating
their elected officials about the needs of a community
forestry program. That, coupled with the rest of TCA,
has empowered the Hudson Tree Commission to be a
tremendous voice for an effective, efficient program
and to “change the world.” Here is what Munn had to
say about their experience.
The Tree Commission Academy taught us the proper role
of tree commissioners and how to navigate the system. This
is even more important in our tough economic times. Cities
are desperate for new development. The temptation to forgo
tree protection standards, landscape requirements, wetland
setbacks, and green space requirements to cut development
costs are big challenges for tree commissioners.
A new tree commissioner may feel intimidated going before
city council, the same council that appointed them, to push
for tree issues. Self-doubt and lack of direction may deter
even the most experienced tree commissioner from addressing city council.
The class, Tree Commission and Municipal Relations, defined
a clear role for our tree commissioners. A valuable benefit
is that, when necessary, the tree commission offers a strong
voice of support—or dissent—at city council meetings as
an advisory team appointed by city council.
Tree Commission Academy emboldens volunteers to work
for their urban forestry program as a team of informed,
reasonable volunteers and transforms the view of tree commissioners as tree huggers to politically active and savvy
proponents. Five or six proponents before council on cable
TV sway opinions and votes, and eventually policy and
budget. Face time with council drives public policy.
Every city has scarce resources. Municipal arborists need
a dedicated team as a tree commission. Tree Commission
Academy helps to train new members and empowers veteran members to speak up at budget time, revise ordinances,
and form the future of an urban forestry program.

Moving Ahead
Piqua, Ohio is a medium-sized city without a dedicated
urban forester position, but it is too big for a volunteer
tree commission to manage the tree program. Piqua’s
tree committee was often limited to one annual meeting simply to review citizen tree complaints—an overwhelming job.
Many Ohio cities have trouble finding a solution for
this problem, but Piqua is lucky to have Bob Graeser
on staff. Although Graeser wears other hats, he now
acts as the urban forester and works with the City’s
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six-member tree committee. This relationship between
the urban forester and tree committee is an effective
partnership for the needs of Piqua. The tree committee now meets regularly and is doing much more than
answering complaints, thanks to Graeser’s efforts.
With Piqua’s limited resources, most of Graeser’s time
and energy are focused on the pruning and removal of
their maturing tree population. Although this is good
management and fiscally responsible, as time passes
with little to no tree planting, the once beautiful canopy
cover is being diminished.
For the past couple of years, a local entrepreneur has
given Piqua a generous donation to plant street trees
throughout the city. Graeser brought the tree committee to the table to be active in many of the large volunteer tree planting events. The tree committee plays a
significant role in the administration of these donated
funds by organizing and developing the planting activities. The City does much of the nuts and bolts of the
tree planting like getting bids and coordinating with
local utilities, but the tree committee acts as the liaison with residents and business owners, helping them
understand the benefits of having trees along their
streets. They are also a visible presence at the planting events, while recruiting others to help as well.
In this tough economic climate, Piqua is doing a great
job supporting its tree committee; in return, residents
offer grassroots support for the tree program. Graeser
proactively leads the tree committee, which thrives by
having a direction and purpose. It takes more time
and energy to go through a tree committee and build
support and consensus for ideas and projects, but
Piqua is benefiting from more than just newly planted
trees. The City is building community through its urban
forestry program. Since success begets success, the
tree committee is eager to be more involved with the
City’s tree program and this year will be making an
inventory of all the park trees.
—Wendi Van Buren & Stephanie Miller, Urban Foresters, Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Forestry
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he City of Surrey, like most Canadian cities, has not
implemented a tree board. Rather, our parks, recreation, and culture department has adopted a business
practice whereby we “accomplish our mission through
active partnerships and a community development
approach.” This means that staff actively engages the
public so that our service delivery is reflective of the
community’s values.
With respect to urban forest service delivery, staff
works closely with two local urban forest advisory
committees, each of which is associated with one of
two large urban forest parks that have critical environmental, historical, and cultural significance to the comCity Trees

Douglas fir logs are stacked for removal after clearing takes place
in Sunnyside Acres Urban Forest in Surrey, British Columbia. There
was no public protest because the public was so well represented
by members of Surrey’s advisory committees.

munity. The mandate of the advisory committees is to
advise the City on the management of these special
forested parks. Interpretation of what is permissible
and in the best interest of the urban forest and the
community, in terms of development, stewardship,
maintenance, and programming, is highly variable within a community such as Surrey due to the wide array
of demographic, socio-economic and cultural issues
inherent in our city. The committees greatly assist in
working within this diversity; they provide advice to
City staff to ensure that the urban forests are carefully
managed for their intrinsic and heritage values.
The advisory committees are composed of representatives from conservation societies, professionals in
the green industry such as biologists, and, very importantly, members of the general public, younger and
older. There is sometimes a tendency for the committee members to want to be involved in the day-to-day
operations, providing technical advice on the management of trees and forests. One of the challenges in
working with these committees is to keep members on
track and focused on the broader, value-based issues
that have long-term consequences to the functioning
of the forest.
Recently, laminated root rot (Phellinus weirii) threatened to slowly decimate the Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) and grand fir (Abies grandis) in one of the
two large urban forests, Sunnyside Acres Urban Forest.
This natural forest is classified as a rare and endangered ecosystem in the Province of British Columbia.
After two years of numerous consultant reports, media
reports, public meetings and thorough review by the
Sunnyside Acres advisory committee, it was decided
that dramatic intervention was needed to control the
spread of the disease. This entailed the contracting
of a logging company with fallers, skidders, and logging trucks to operate within this forest in the middle
www.urban-forestry.com

Volunteers replant Sunnyside Acres Urban Forest in Surrey, British
Columbia after disease mitigation work.

of perhaps the most “green-sensitive” area of Surrey.
Hundreds of trees were removed with nary a call from
the public and no political backlash. A critical part to
the success of this operation was the thorough review
of the issue by the advisory committee, its unconditional support, and the support of the conservation
societies that are represented on the committee.
Rather than the management intervention being perceived as a suspect decision by an uncaring government bureaucracy, it was regarded as community
based and legitimate.
The most critical strategic elements to success in working with our advisory committees are mutually respectful relationships, careful listening, and the recognition
that a diversity of viewpoints is expected and healthy.
This respect takes considerable time to develop and
cannot occur solely through committee meetings. Trust
and respect, not just intellectual capacity and critical
analysis, is paramount in the successful resolution of
complex issues, since the resolution is often not about
data interpretation but about one’s values. Therefore,
in order to succeed with our committees, how we conduct meetings, how and how often we communicate
outside of the regular meetings, how we listen to various views and express our own, and how well we really
know each other are goals in themselves.
—Greg Ward, Manager, Urban Forestry and Environmental
Programs, City of Surrey, British Columbia
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New Mexico Trees & People
by Lance Davisson, New Mexico Urban & Community Forestry (UCF) Program Manager

In previous City Trees columns

this
year, I’ve introduced you to the diversity of
New Mexico and some of our statewide
urban forestry initiatives. Now I’d like to
showcase developments in a few of our highlight communities.
Keep in mind that much of our state—with
the exception of mountainous areas—was
treeless prior to development. This creates
challenges in developing a community accepRoswell: The City of Trees
Roswell, New Mexico
Population: 45,000
Located in the eastern plains of New Mexico
Tree City USA for 20 years

I

am sure you’ve all heard about
Roswell, New Mexico, home of the
famous UFO Incident in 1947. Did you
also know that Roswell is one of the
crown jewels of urban forestry in our
state? Led by urban forester and SMA
member Ken Smith, the City of Roswell has been a
leader in New Mexico tree care for years.
In 2006 the Roswell Parks Department received funding
from Roswell City Council for an inventory and management plan for all of its 480 acres (194 ha) of its parks.
This inventory showed over 6,000 trees of 80 different
species valued at $6 million. Roswell is developing
a priority pruning plan, has nearly completed removal
of over 500 trees identified as “high hazard” and is
replacing these trees with suitable species to increase
diversity and revitalize its urban forest.
Tree planting projects in Roswell are enhanced by a Parks
Department nursery that cultivates a diversity of stock
suitable for the local climate. In addition to sound urban
forest management, the City has made it a top priority to
educate and train its parks staff to be safe, effective, and
efficient tree workers. Over the last two years, Ken Smith
has worked with Director of ISA–Rocky Mountain Chapter
(ISA-RMC) Eric Bishop to hold arborist workshops on topics including tree care, pruning, and climbing.
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tance for the value of the urban forest, especially given the challenges of limited water
and a limited understanding of suitable tree
species and the benefits of investments in
trees. This is why our state urban and community forestry (UCF) programs are focused
on cultivating a local appreciation for the
value of the urban forest while assisting
communities with building a program that
fits their vision and mission.
Every year, the Roswell Parks Department and Keep
Roswell Beautiful hold two major events—Arbor Day and
Earth Day—that educate its citizens and celebrate its
parks and trees. Citizens have enjoyed tree pruning and
tree climbing demonstrations and a tree seedling giveaway, and children have been able to participate in a tree
climbing exercise led by ISA-RMC and Roswell Parks.
It is this combination of progressive urban forest
management and community celebration that makes
Roswell more than a haven for alien lore; it makes
Roswell a showcase community for urban forestry in
eastern New Mexico.

Albuquerque: ABQ Trees – Shade is Cool!
Albuquerque
Population: 530,000
Centrally located in the state along the Middle
Rio Grande Valley

A

lbuquerque has a long history of
urban trees going back to the early
1900s when people began to settle in
the city. In the 1930s, settlers brought
Siberian elm (Ulmus pumila); these trees
thrived and provided shade in an otherwise treeless landscape (except for the
native cottonwoods [Populus fremontii]
of the Rio Grande Bosque). But people quickly tired of
Siberian elm’s prolific seeding and aggressive growth.
In recent years, Albuquerque’s tree species diversity has
increased thanks to the dedication of City Forester Nick
Kuhn and knowledgeable tree people throughout the city.
City Trees

With the input of local nurserymen and arborists, Nick
created an extensive master tree list that includes 115
suitable trees (recommended based on careful site evaluation) along with water use, size, pH tolerance, salt tolerance, local availability, and several other attributes.
From partnerships that began with development of the
master tree list, Albuquerque has grown its city forestry
program into a nationally recognized sustainability model
under the leadership of Mayor Martin Chavez. Under
Mayor Chavez, Nick Kuhn began developing relationships
with planners, landscape architects, nurseries, and stormwater engineers, helping them to understand the benefits
of trees to accomplish their individual goals and make
their city a better place. From these relationships was
born a city-wide satellite study and CityGREEN analysis
that now provides data that is of interest to stormwater
planners for green infrastructure planning. The analysis
also resulted in city council interest and support to the
tune of $500,000 for the city forestry program.
Now Albuquerque is entering a new era under a new
mayor and administration. While priorities may change
and additional education may be needed, the city forestry program is still intact, and the relationships that Nick
has built with internal and external partners continue
to result in positive progress for the trees and people
of Albuquerque. From a larger perspective, the work of
Nick Kuhn and his colleagues in Albuquerque serves
all communities of New Mexico through development of
technology transfer tools and knowledge sharing with
the largest city in our state.
As you can see, in New Mexico we love our trees and
the diversity of approaches that our cities, villages, and
towns can take to value and manage their community forests. We look forward to hosting SMA’s 2010 Conference
in October and getting to know the dedicated members
of SMA who continue to raise the bar for urban forest
management in communities throughout the country.

Additional UCF Happenings in New Mexico
• The Gallup Green Tree Amigos, a citizen tree group focusing on tree planting
and awareness in a western New Mexico
community
• City of Aztec’s (located in northwest New
Mexico) green and sustainability programs
and celebration of its State Champion Rio
Grande Cottonwood at a local elementary
school
• City of Las Cruces’ Green Infrastructure
efforts and Smart Growth project for revitalization of a downtown corridor

www.urban-forestry.com

Rio Rancho: The City of Vision
Rio Rancho, New Mexico
Population: 76,000
Located within the greater Albuquerque Metro area
in the Middle Rio Grande Valley
Successful model for citizen volunteer

R

io Rancho, “The City of
Vision,” is one of the
fastest growing communities
in our state, and contributing
to its growth is the presence of large companies like Intel
and Hewlett-Packard (HP). The city began to develop in
the early 1960s, so many of its parks and streetscapes
have a mix of relatively young and newly planted trees.
Within the last two years, Rio Rancho has seen a
groundswell of support for its urban forest, starting with
a progressive vision within the parks department and its
Keep Rio Rancho Beautiful program. The latter employs
the assistance of a highly educated and motivated
group of Master Gardeners. While Rio Rancho doesn’t
yet have a city forester, it is well on its way to developing support for a larger city forestry program thanks in
great part to the efforts of Keep Rio Rancho Beautiful
and program coordinator Jennifer Scacco.
Scacco, along with New Mexico’s UCF program,
Albuquerque City Forester Nick Kuhn, and Sandoval
County Master Gardeners recently created a Citizen
Tree Inventory training program. To date, this program
has trained 14 Master Gardeners, who have in turn
completed an inventory of 30 parks (70% of all the
parks in the city). Their volunteer efforts have resulted
in 1,266 trees inventoried over 191 volunteer hours (at
$20.85 per hour, this labor is valued at $3,982).
The Master Gardeners are currently compiling the inventory data and will produce a report for the City with outputs such as percent canopy cover, tree species diversity and health, and tree benefits. This data will be valuable to the Rio Rancho Parks Department in justifying
future budget requests, efficiently mobilizing parks staff
to manage the urban forest, and educating City leadership on the benefits of investing in their trees. Within
the next several months, there are plans to hold a second tree inventory training for more Master Gardeners,
and the park tree inventory will be completed.
Keep Rio Rancho Beautiful, New Mexico’s UCF program,
and Tree New Mexico are developing a template for a
future Rio Rancho Tree Stewards training program that will
build on current volunteer tree inventory efforts and continue to develop citizen support for the City’s urban forestry
program. The State of New Mexico is an active partner in
these efforts and looks forward to the impacts of the Rio
Rancho Tree Steward model as it inspires improved citizenbased urban forestry efforts throughout our state.
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…continued from page 10…

Figure 2: Spacer cable

tion. But of course it is difficult to
retrofit a neighborhood with existing
sidewalks, landscaping, other underground utilities and yes, tree roots,
without causing major disruption.
Tree roots notwithstanding, the major
obstacle to underground installation
is cost. In new subdivisions, where
the underground design and cost
is part of the plan, and in high
density areas such as city centers,
underground installation is economically sound. But a retrofit of existing
houses and neighborhoods is seldom
undertaken. A recent University of
Texas study estimated the cost for
the city of Austin at $3 billion, or
about $8000 per meter, or about $67
per meter per month for ten years. At
that cost, underground retrofits will
remain strictly a boutique solution.
Spacer Cable & Tree Wire
Traditional overhead construction for
utility distribution systems includes
three bare wires fastened to a tenfoot (3 m) crossarm that is perched
atop a 30- to 40-foot (9- to 12-m)
utility pole. Utility arborists then
quixotically try to prevent trees from
encroaching on this prime growing
space. Alternatively, spacer cable
holds the three wires in a bundle,
suspended from a non-energized
cable that is affixed to the utility poles (Figure 2). The wires are
coated (not insulated) to protect
against abrasion due to incidental
contact with tree branches. The
bundled configuration occupies less
space, which reduces the area that
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needs to be kept clear of vegetation. Manufacturers claim improved
reliability in addition to lower maintenance costs.
However, the coating on the wires
and the additional hardware add
weight, which may require a costly retrofit of existing utility poles.
Ongoing contact with trees can still
abrade the coating and eventually
damage the conductor, so trees
still must be pruned for clearance.
The closer spacing increases probability of faults at higher voltages.
So while spacer cable offers some
advantages, it is not practical in
every setting.
Tree wire is simply a conductor with
a protective coating. Like spacer
cable, tree wire is not insulated
(true insulation at distribution voltages would require a very thick coating, which would exceed the weight
of the conductor by several times).
Tree wire simply provides additional
protection from abrasion.
Taller Poles
Installing taller poles so that canopies can develop underneath utility
infrastructure was recommended by
George Blair as far back as 1939
as a way to preserve canopy cover.
In practice, increasing the height of
overhead primary lines does allow
the development tree canopy. Such
installations could minimize interference from trees, especially if trees
were selected that would mature
beneath the elevated lines.
Unfortunately, most property owners
and municipalities fail to account for
the mature height of the trees they
plant, and line clearance is simply
raised to a higher level. Taller poles
cost more, and more expensive
equipment must be purchased to
service the infrastructure and clear
the lines.
Alley Arms
Alley arms are simply extensions
that move the wires several feet to
one side (usually over the street) in
an effort to bypass the trees. Alley

arms can help reduce conflict in
certain locations, but mature tree
canopies, especially those with a
spreading habit, usually overtake
the offset, and eventually require
pruning for clearance.
Vertical Construction
By placing wires vertically on the
pole, rather than on a horizontal
crossarm, some tree conflicts can
be avoided. However, this configuration still occupies a large space
that must be kept clear of vegetation. In addition, faults due to
trees leaning against the wires are
more common.

Other Solutions
Removal/Replacement Programs
Utilities sometimes replace large
trees that require repeated pruning and pose excessive risk with
compatible specimens. In addition
to the cost of removal, utilities also
must bear the upfront cost of purchasing and planting the replacement trees.
While utilities may view this as a
benefit, there is often only limited
public support for the loss of large
canopy trees in exchange for small
trees—even when the large trees
pose excessive risk. When combined with the added cost, this
lack of public acceptance often
limits the widespread implementation of these programs. Rather
than a full-scale program, many
utilities offer replacement trees
when negotiating with property
owners over tree removal.
Proactive Removal
Trees frequently colonize along
fence lines and other unmaintained
areas. Removing small trees and
brush before they reach the wires
can reduce the cost of removing
large trees or pruning trees repeatedly in the future. Stump treatment to prevent resprouting is
essential when using this method.
Small specimen trees that have
been planted in the wrong place
City Trees

• IVM program design and implementation
• Tree inventory management
• Quality assurance
• Municipal/utility cooperation

Research is needed in many areas,
including:
Canopy trees can be valuable assets even
when utility lines are present. Note the utility poles on the left side of the street.

Utility infrastructure can leave little room for
a viable urban forest.

can be moved, either by the utility
or the property owner, before they
get too large.

ing the tree, and is probably a conservative estimate.

Strategic Tree Planting
By planting trees strategically to
reduce energy use, utilities can
reduce peak demand for electricity and save the expense of
purchasing additional power or
even the capital expense of building more power plants. This has
been effectively demonstrated by
the Sacramento Municipal Utility
District (SMUD), a public power
utility, and the Sacramento Tree
Foundation, a non-profit. Working
together, these agencies have
placed over 450,000 trees to
shade buildings. The trees are provided for free, with the proviso that
the tree is properly cared for.

Comparing the Cost of Utility
Pruning to the Value Added by
Urban Trees
The value added by trees, even
when they are growing near power
lines, may exceed the cost of utility maintenance. In Fort Collins,
Colorado, the annual benefit provided by a large shade tree has been
estimated to be $38/year (Center
for Urban Forest Research, 2003),
provided in the form of energy conservation, air quality improvement,
higher property values, stormwater
retention, carbon sequestration,
and other factors. This figure takes
into account the cost of installing,
maintaining and ultimately removwww.urban-forestry.com

If the annual cost of line clearance is
factored in, the benefit provided would
be reduced by between $5 and $25
per year (assuming a 3- to 5-year utility pruning cycle, and a pruning cost
between $25 and $75 per tree), leaving a net surplus under any scenario.
This simple analysis demonstrates
that large trees provide net benefits to communities even when
planted in proximity to power lines.
Furthermore, some of the benefits
provided (like carbon sequestration
and energy conservation) are also of
direct interest to the utility. Though
other factors need to be considered
(e.g., the risk posed to safety and
service reliability), this area is certainly worthy of further research. At
a minimum, it suggests that the cost
of accommodating large shade trees
in proximity to power lines should be
shared with the communities that
benefit from the trees.

Opportunities
Utility vegetation management is
becoming an ever more complicated endeavor, as utilities apply more
sophisticated methods and the science of arboriculture and urban forestry advances. Opportunities for
contractors and arborists abound,
including:
• Utility pruning operations (for
qualified contractors)
• Pre-planning and pre-inspection,
including tree risk evaluation

• Comparing the costs of vegetation management to the benefits provided by trees
• Accurate assessment of the
costs and benefits associated
with tree maintenance
• Tree risk assessment methods
and application
• Measuring the effects of various
vegetation management methods on service reliability
• Market analyses, including market value of various tree care
sectors
• Environmental effects (positive
and/or negative) of IVM in various settings
• Measuring the value of electricity
lost due to incidental tree contact
during times of peak load
• The long-term effect of mechanical pruning on tree failure rates

Trees and utilities continue to compete
for space above our cities, towns, and
landscapes. Methods used in utility
arboriculture are increasingly based
in science, and the number of professional utility arborists overseeing this
work continues to grow. Regulations
governing utility maintenance expenditures are complex, vary by jurisdiction, and tend to focus on keeping
the cost of utility service low; however,
the value of large trees in urban landscapes is seldom accurately accounted for by regulatory agencies.
The movement toward green solutions
to environmental problems presents
enormous opportunity in urban forestry. Municipal and utility arborists
and foresters should work together to
educate the public, as well as regulators, politicians, utility executives,
and other decision makers about the
value of the urban forest and need
for vegetation management policies
that maximize the benefits provided
by trees.
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SMAers Hit the Roof...
at the ISA Annual Conference in Chicago
by Marla Eddy, City Forester, Madison, Wisconsin

As part of the International Society of Arboriculture
conference in Chicago, Illinois in late July, the Society of
Municipal Arborists once again organized a great municipal tour of the host city. The tour was very special this
year as it included a trip to the top of Chicago’s 12-story
City Hall to visit the green roof—something that required
some maneuvering on the part of retired City of Chicago
Principal Forester Bob Benjamin. Bob received special permission to allow only 40 people to see the green roof. Our
main tour guide was City of Chicago DOT Green Streets
Program Senior Forester Jeff Brink.

A beekeeper checks his hives on top of Chicago City Hall.

Tour attendees enjoy their time on top of Chicago City Hall. In the foreground is Bismarck, North Dakota City Forester Jackson Bird.
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City of Chicago DOT Green Streets
Program Senior Forester Jeff Brink led the
green roof tour. Thank you, Jeff!

More than 20,000 plants were installed
on the Chicago City Hall green roof.

According to cityofchicago.org, the
green roof spans 20,300 square feet
(1886 sq m) and utilizes more than
20,000 plants of over 150 varieties
including 100 shrubs, 40 vines, and
2 trees. Plant selections must be
drought tolerant to cope with the high
winds of the site. The green roof was
engineered and planted in 2000-01 at
a cost of $2.5 million, paid from the
City’s settlement with its electric utility,
Commonwealth Edison. According to
greenroofs.com, the green roof saves
City Hall $5,000 a year on utility bills.
This project is winner of the American
Society of Landscape Architects 2002
Professional Merit Award.
www.urban-forestry.com

View of Chicago City Hall green roof—a quiet place above the busy city streets below.
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Community Forestry in Hayden, Idaho
The First Decade
by Chris Boza, Community Forester, City of Hayden, Idaho

Most of Hayden’s streets are sparsely planted and in need of many new street trees.

The City of Hayden, Idaho is a relatively new community, having been incorporated
in 1955. According to the U.S. Census, the population of Hayden was 901 in 1960 and
2,586 in 1980. Today, the population of Hayden is just over 13,000. Chris Boza serves as
its community forester. Prior to his post in Hayden, he worked as Chico, California’s urban
forester for 16 years, as the San José, California assistant arborist for five years, and as a
private consultant in Lafayette, California for four years.
Community Forestry Program Genesis
The community forestry program in Hayden is truly
grassroots. The Hayden Community Forestry Program
came about because Jack O’Brien had a dream. As a
long-time Hayden resident, Jack felt strongly about preserving the beautiful trees that contribute so much to
the city’s character. In 2000, he gained the support of
the city and set about finding a group of volunteers to
start the Hayden Community Forestry Program.
The initial group of volunteers had several tasks, including the formation of a committee, writing a tree ordi-
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nance, producing a tree manual, developing a budget,
inventorying trees on city property and rights-of-way,
creating a searchable data base, writing a forest management plan, conducting Arbor Day celebrations, devising tree planting plans, and becoming a Tree City USA.
On December 16, 2002, City Council adopted City
Ordinance 333, creating a Community Forestry
Commission (CFC) to provide the Council with advice
on community forestry related issues. The management
plan and tree standards manual followed in 2003. An
inventory of city trees was conducted in 2004.
City Trees

questions, and the meat and potato questions, like how
much residents would be willing to pay extra per year
per parcel to implement a street tree program. Of the
respondents, 57% were willing to pay at least an extra
$10 per year towards a program, 28% were opposed to
paying any extra in taxes for a street tree program, and
just over 14% did not know if they were willing to pay
extra for a street tree program. In December of 2008,
City Council adopted the updated Community Forest
Management Plan.
Challenges
Like other cities, the City of Hayden is short on revenue. Unlike other cities, the City of Hayden was short
on revenue even before the latest economic downturn. The current property tax levy rate for Hayden
is $0.95 per $1,000 of assessed property value. The
surrounding cities of Post Falls and Coeur d’Alene
have tax levy rates of $4.03 and $4.95 per $1,000 of

In 2005, a half-time staff member was added to manage day-to-day activities and support the CFC. The staff
member was elevated to three-quarter time in 2007 and
then full time in 2009.
Management Plan
A good management plan is one that is used frequently
and updated periodically. The original Community
Forest Management Plan was written in 2003.
In 2008, the CFC began an update of the 2003
management plan. To ensure the management plan
reflected community values, a citizen opinion survey
was conducted in July of 2008. After much work on
the survey questionnaire design, the survey was mailed
out to one-quarter of Hayden’s residents. Of the surveys
mailed out, 17% were returned, which was well over
the average return rate of 7 to 8%. The results of the
survey, along with the survey comments, indicated the
CFC was on the right path in the management plan
update process.
There were some interesting results from the survey, which included normative questions, demographic
www.urban-forestry.com

Volunteers-in-Pruning (VIPs) assist in the formative pruning of young
street trees in Hayden, Coeur d’Alene, and Post Falls, Idaho.
Here, volunteer Dean Sutton prunes trees on Ramsey Road and
Honeysuckle Avenue.
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1,800 vacant planting spaces. How do we plant trees
in these areas? How do we plant trees in Routes No.
1, 2, 4, and 5 when planting spaces are identified
there? Not only are there the costs of planting the
trees, but costs for watering and formative pruning must be considered. If the cost over ten years to
plant, water, and prune a bare root tree is on average $500, the ten-year cost for one route would be
approximately $900,000!
Like other small communities, Hayden’s maintenance
crews perform multiple tasks. Crews that maintain
streets in the summer and plow snow in the winter also
trim trees when time allows. This is a challenge in that
tree maintenance is a low priority and then typically
focuses on activities such as sign and signal clearance
work. How do you compete for limited staff resources
of a limited staff?
There are many challenges facing Hayden’s Community
Forestry Program, but the City’s excellent CFC is working with staff on these issues.
Bright Spots

Volunteers Jack O’Brien and Merry Ruth Dingman evaluate a
young street tree for formative pruning.

assessed property value, respectively.
Needless to say, City operations in Hayden are very
frugal. Many community forestry programs are often
characterized as operating on a shoestring budget. The
community forestry program in Hayden operates on
just a thread of the shoestring—and yet we continue to
move forward.
With little money, direction, or staff, prior maintenance of existing trees has been minimal. The years
of deferred maintenance are evident in many of the
older trees in the community. How do we maintain
our older trees? How do we form our young trees?
The challenge is to create a tree management program that manages trees in the most effective, costconscious manner.
Until recently, there was little emphasis on planting
new street trees. As a result, there are numerous
open planting locations throughout the city. Tree
Route No. 3 alone, recently inventoried, has over
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The community forestry program has the support of
the Hayden City Council; they understand the value
of the community forest to the community. There are
many non-financial aspects of the Management Plan
that the Council has given the green light to implement. As money becomes available, the plan will be
further implemented.
Hayden is a partner in Community Canopy, a
consortium of the Idaho community forestry
programs in Hayden, Coeur d’Alene, Post Falls,
and the Spokane County Conservation District.
Community Canopy recently implemented a program called Volunteers-in-Pruning (VIP) with two
main goals: teaching proper pruning practices
for young trees and pruning young street trees.
Volunteers receive both classroom and field training, and in return, they agree to a minimum
number of volunteer hours pruning young street
trees. Since December of 2009, over 500 young
trees have received formative pruning in Hayden,
Coeur d’Alene, and Post Falls that would have
gone unpruned otherwise.
The City has also implemented an Adopt-a-Tree program as a means of planting additional young trees
along city streets. Participants in the program purchase trees from cooperating nurseries at wholesale
costs. Volunteers plant the trees twice per year, in the
spring and fall.
City Trees

Hayden recently partnered with the local cities and
Idaho Department of Lands to conduct a regional
CITYgreen analysis of the Rathdrum Prairie area. The
grant included a copy of the CITYgreen software for
the City of Hayden. Once spatial analysis GIS software
is installed, we will be able to do complex what-if scenarios using data from our street tree inventory and
the CITYgreen analysis.
Future Developments

A tree inventory update is underway. Route No.
3, the most densely populated, was completed in
November of 2009. Routes No. 1 and 2 should be
completed by August of 2010. During this update,
planting spaces are being plotted and counted
using an ESRI ArcMap GIS-based inventory program developed in-house by staff. Street trees are
delineated as private or public in the inventory
update.
The Hayden Tree Standards Manual, the implementation arm of the street tree ordinance, is being
updated by the CFC. To date, six of the seven
chapters have been edited, with work on the last
chapter, “Preservation and Protection,” soon to
be complete. The guiding policies of each standards manual chapter are found in the adopted
Community Forest Management Plan.
Once the standards manual is complete, the street
tree ordinance will be updated. Typically, a street
tree ordinance is adopted, and then a standards
manual is written. The CFC is approaching the
process from a different direction. The standards
manual, the implementation arm of the management plan, is being written first. The ordinance will
be rewritten to provide the legislative support for
the standards manual.
Following the street tree ordinance update, a landscape
standards manual will be developed. The landscape
standards manual will provide direction on the installation of landscape improvements within the city.
Conclusion
The community forestry program in Hayden is still in its
formation stage. Some may look at the downturn in the
housing market as calamity. The Hayden Community
Forestry Commission is looking at the downturn as
an opportunity to revisit the street tree program and
make the needed improvements in advance of the
next building cycle. Through these efforts, Hayden will
be poised to begin planting and maintaining its community forest for future generations.
www.urban-forestry.com

Hayden, Idaho’s Downtown Revitalization, completed in 2007,
was the first step in developing an identifiable city center.
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Tree of Merit
Torrey Pine (Pinus torreyana)

Majestic Torrey pines in Southern California • Photos by Michael Palat

M

other Nature’s grand design
had it right with the Torrey
pine (Pinus torreyana). This tree
species stands as a living landmark of the San Diego coastal
region. Viewing it from a distance,
one can see its distinct open,
broad canopy with a subtle tinge
of bluish grey.
This species has an upright
growth potential of 70 feet (21
m) or more and spread of 50 feet
(15 m). As North America’s rarest naturally growing pine tree,
the Torrey pine stands firm in its
splendor. This species of pine
has a small population existing
on the Santa Rosa Islands of the
Pacific Ocean and another stand
of approximately 3000 trees growing naturally along San Diego’s
coast in the Torrey Pines State
Natural Preserve. Torrey pine is
slow growing and very drought
tolerant. It has adapted to strong
winds and sandy soils. It often
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has extensive root systems to
help it survive in these tough
conditions. The needles average
about 9 inches (23 cm) in length
and may reach 13 inches (33
cm); they are mainly in bundles
of five. The cones are solid and
heavy, typically 4-7 inches (10-18
cm) long and 3-5 inches (8-13
cm) broad and contain a large
edible seed.
This tree can be useful in the
landscape in many ways. It can
be used for screening purposes
if planted densely. This tree can
also be used for the purposes
of erosion control. A six-inch (15cm) Torrey pine seedling can have
a taproot two or three feet (.6 to
.9 m) long. When the root system
is given the chance to spread, the
Torrey pine can aid in the stability
of a slope.
Although this species is endangered in the wild, it is planted rou-

Torrey pine needles average 9 inches (23
cm) long and come mainly in bundles of five.

tinely in Southern California as
an ornamental tree. Because of
its large mature size, care should
be used when planting this tree in
an urban setting to give it ample
room for growth and adequate
water to become established.
With the current water rationing
going on in Southern California,
drought tolerance is becoming ever
more important. A lot of communities are reverting back to what is
growing naturally in a given region.
The Torrey pine is a proven entity
that has illustrated success.
—Michael Palat, Chairman, San Diego
Regional Urban Forests Council and
Area Manager, West Coast Arborists
NOTE: Trees of Merit are not suitable
for every climate and site condition.
Variations in regional performance will
apply. If you are using a Tree of Merit
in your municipality, please share your
experience with it on the SMA Listserve.
City Trees

When in Albuquerque…

The 2010 SMA Annual
Conference takes
place October 3-6 in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Please see:
www.itsatrip.org for
details on these and other
attractions in and around
Albuquerque.

The Salinas National Monument features ruins from 17th Century Spanish missions as
well as a dried lake, the Estancia Basin. • Photo by newmexicostock.com

Take a run at the base of Sandia Mountain.
Photo by www.kipmalone.com

Old Town Albuquerque
Photo by www.itsatrip.org

Balloon Fiesta! October 2-10, 2010
Photo by Ron Behrmann

Petroglyph National Monument
Photo by Verna Wood

Explora! Children’s Museum in Old Town
Albuquerque • Photo by marblestreetstudio.com

Earth Mother sculpture outside the
Albuquerque Museum of Art and History
Photo by Kim Ashley

Society of Municipal Arborists 46th Annual Conference & Trade Show
Albuquerque, New Mexico October 3-6, 2010 • www.urban-forestry.com
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Registration Now Open!

The 2010 Municipal Forestry Institute (MFI)
February 20-25, 2011
At the Beautiful Arbor Day Farm,
Lied Lodge & Conference Center
Nebraska City, Nebraska
• All-inclusive Registration: $1999 – CEUs Available
• To apply for MFI 2011, visit www.urban-forestry.com
• Deadline is November 15, 2010 or when full

What past participants have to say about MFI
“MFI delivers on its promise to mold leaders in urban forestry.” - John McNeil, Oakville, ON, Canada
“The MFI experience was truly a significant learning opportunity which has been transformational for me personally
and career-wise.” - Dena Kirtley, Sacramento, CA, USA
“The greatest benefits of MFI come not from what you learn during the week, but from how you apply what you’ve
learned to everyday following. For me, MFI was about forging new relationships, setting better goals, and seeing
things differently.” - Ben Thompson, Olympia, WA, USA
“Find a way to be a part of this educational experience! It is the most practical (and fun) training I have had as an
urban forester.” - C. David Grant, Monroe, NC, USA
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